
MATERIAL LEGENDTYPICAL NOTES:ABBREVIATIONS

                                  GENERAL NOTES:
CODES:  C.B.C., U.B.C., U.M.C., N.E.C.  R-3 SINGLE FAMILY RESIDENCE, U-1 GARAGE
TYPE V CONSTRUCTION W/ ONE HR. SEPARATION BETWEEN GARAGE AND LIVING SPACE.

FLOOR LIVE LOAD 40PSF FLOOR DEAD LOAD PSF LIGHTWEIGHT CONC.
ROOF LIVE LOAD PSF ROOF DEAD LOAD PSF CULTURED STONE 74#/FT3
DECK LIVE LOAD PSF DECK DEAD LOAD PSF

1. FIELD VERIFY ALL DIMENSIONS, MATERIALS AND SITE CONDITIONS.
2. CONSTRUCTION, DIMENSIONS, AND MATERIAL SHALL BE AS PER CURRENT EDITION OF 

THE (UBC) AND/OR LOCAL GOVERNING CODES.
3. DIMENSIONS ARE TO FACE OF STUDS UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED.
4. PROVIDE EXTERIOR VENTING OF CLOTHES DRYER, EXHAUST FANS, COOLING AND 

HEATING EQUIPMENT.
5. FIELD VERIFY PHONE, CATV JACKS AND DEDICATED CIRCUTES FOR COMPUTERS
6. PROVIDE ROOF GUTTERS AND DOWN SPOUTS AS REQUIRED.
7. FINISH GRADE SHALL BE 6" MIN. BELOW UNTREATED WOOD AND A MIN OF 6" IN 10'-0" 

SLOPE AWAY FROM THE STRUCTURE.
8. ALL SMOKE DETECTORS SHALL RECEIVE THEIR PRIMARY POWER FROM THE BUILIDING 

WIRING AND BE INTERLINKED.  THE DETECTORS SHALL BE EQUIPPED WITH BATTERY 
BACKUP.

9. ATTIC VENTILATION - 1 S.F./150 S.F. OF ATTIC SPACE.
10. ALL ELECTICAL TO BE VERIFIED AT SITE W/ OWNER & CONTRACTOR.
11. ALL WINDOWS LESS THAN 18" FROM FLOOR OR WITHIN 24" OF A DOOR SHALL REQUIRED 

TEMPERED GLASS.
12. RAILING NOTE:  36" MIN. RAIL HEIGHT.  4" MAX. BETWEEN BALASTERS.  4" MAX. BETWEEN 

DECK & BOTTOM  RAIL.  4' TO 6" NEWEL POSTS SPACED EVENLY.  34"-38" STAIR RAILS.  
DECK NOTE:  RAILING IS NOT REQUIRED IF DECK IS LESS THAN 30" FROM GRADE.



FIRE/LIFE/SAFETY (FLS)
1. A fire separation is required between the garage and house. The 
garage walls and ceiling, adjacent to or under a dwelling and all 
structural members supporting the separation require the 
installation of materials approved for one-hour fire-resistive 
construction, 5/8" Type 'X' gypsum wallboard, on the garage side 
of the wall. A self-closing 1 3/8" thick tight-fitting solid wood door 
or a 20 minute rated door is required. The door needs to be 
equipped with two spring hinges. Ducts penetrating this wall need 
to be 26 gauge sheet metal to the appliance. (UBC §302.4 
Exception 3)

2. Incidental penetrations in the firewall by pipes not more than 4" 
diameter, such as central vacuum and plumbing pipes, are to be 
metal, or may be plastic when protected by a listed fire stopping 
collar. Sleeves over plastic pipe are not acceptable. (UBC §709.7)

3. No openings are permitted between a garage and rooms used for 
sleeping/bedrooms. (UBC §312.4)

4. Enclosed usable space under stairs shall have the walls and soffit 
protected on the enclosed side as required for one-hour 
fire-resistive construction, 5/8" Type 'X' gypsum wallboard. (UBC 
§1003.3.3.9) Fire blocking is required at the stair stringers and 
landings between the studs at the stair line if the walls under the 
stairs are unfinished. (UBC §708.2.1)

5. No fuel burning (gas, oil) water heater or central furnace shall be 
installed in any bedroom, bathroom, clothes closet or other 
confined space opening into a bedroom or bathroom. (UPC §509.0 
& UMC §304.5) NOTE: Floor, wall and decorative furnaces are 
not prohibited from being installed in a bedroom, provided the unit 
is installed per manufacturer's specifications and there is adequate 
combustion air.

6. In dwelling units a smoke detector shall be installed in each 
sleeping room and at a point centrally located in the hallway or 
area giving access to each separate sleeping area. When the 
dwelling unit has more than one story and in dwelling units with a 
basement, a smoke detector shall be installed on each story and in 
the basement. In a dwelling unit where the ceiling height of a room, 
which is open to the hallway that serves the bedrooms, exceeds the 
ceiling height of the hallway by 24" or more, smoke detectors shall 
be installed in the hallway and in the adjacent room. Smoke 
detectors are to be supplied by the house wiring system, have a 
battery backup and emit a signal when the batteries are low. (UBC 
§310.9.1) In new construction, when more than one smoke detector 
is required to be installed within an individual dwelling, the 
detectors shall be interconnected in such a manner that the 
actuation of one alarm will actuate all of the alarms in the dwelling. 
Smoke alarms in additions and remodels are to be interconnected to 
alarms in the existing home when the wiring for such alarms is 
exposed In the construction/remodel, or when otherwise accessible 
through an attic, crawl space, or basement (PCC Art 15.04.050, K)

7. The minimum habitable room area is 70 ft2 with a minimum 
dimension of 7'. (UBC §310.6.2)

8. The required ceiling height in a habitable room is 7'-6". The 
ceiling height may be 7' at the bottom side of beams spaced at least 
48" apart. The ceiling height in the bathroom, kitchen and hallways 
may be 7'. (UBC §310.6.1)

9. All glazing within a 24" arc of either vertical edge of a door in 
the closed position and which is within 60" of the walking surface 
shall be safety glazed. (UBC §2406.4 #6) Glazing in fixed or 
operable windows which are more than 9 ft2 and are within 18" of 
the floor or walking surface are also to be safety glazed. (UBC 
§2406.4 #7)

10. Glass in any type of door which a 3" sphere can pass through is 
to be safety glazed. (UBC §2406.4 #8 Exception 4)

11. Glass tub and shower enclosures and windows within 60" of 
the standing surface of the tub/shower are to be safety glazed. 
(UBC §2406.4 #5)

12. A room in which a water closet is located shall be separated 
from a kitchen or food storage room (pantry) by a tight-fitting door. 
(UBC §302.6)

13. Glass enclosing a stairway landing or within 5' of the top or 
bottom of the stairway that has the bottom edge within 60" of the 
walking surface is to be safety glazed. (UBC §2406.4 #10)

14. Each bedroom and basement is to have at least one escape 
window or door which has a clear opening that is a minimum 20" 
wide by 24" high minimum with a net open able area of not less 
than 5.7 FT2. The sill is to be a maximum of 44" above the floor. 
NOTE: A window that meets the height and width requirements 
may not meet the minimum operable area. (UBC §310.4)

15. Field verify all dimensions, materials and site conditions.  (Do 
not scale dwgs)

16. Construction, dimensions, and materials shall be as per current 
edition of the UBC and/or local governing codes.

17. Dimensions are to face of studs unless otherwise noted.

18. Provide exterior venting of clothes dryer, exhust fans, cooling 
and heating equipment.

19. field verify phone, CATV jacks, and dedicated circuts for 
computers.

20. Provide roof gutters and down spouts as required.

21. See dimensioning detail                (Typ.)
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GENERAL (GN)
1. The address must be posted on the building when visible from 
the street or shall be located at the street facing in both directions. 
The numbers need to be a reflectorized 3" high, or plain 5" high, 
and 3/8" wide on a contrasting background. (PCC Art 15.04.050, 0 
& UBC §502)

GRADING (GR)
1. Slopes exceeding 15%, or cuts, or fills may require a soil 
engineer. (UBC App. Chap. 33)

2. All building pads need to be graded with a 2% slope away from 
the building. (UBC App. §3315.4)

FIREPLACE/WOODSTOVE (FP)
1. Factory-built chimneys for residential-type appliances and 
masonry chimneys must terminate at least 3' above the roof 
penetration and must also be at least 2' above any roof within 10' 
of the chimney or in accordance with the manufacturer's listing, 
whichever is greater. (UBC §3102.3.6 & UMC §814.5)

2. Woodstoves are to be listed by a nationally recognized testing 
agency, such as Underwriters Laboratories. The installation is to be 
per that listing. Unlisted woodstoves are not to be installed. (UBC 
§31 02.5. 1)

3. For buildings above 5000' elevation, factory-built chimneys 
serving a solid fuel burning appliance shall be enclosed in a chase 
lined with ½" gypsum wallboard. (PCC Art 15.04.050, T)

4. Chimney chases to be accessible for inspection and 
maintenance, such as a removable metal cap or access panel. (PCC 
Art 15.04.050, T)

5. When a flue chase is provided it needs to be fire blocked at the 
floor and ceiling lines. (UBC §708.2.1)

6. The hearth extension for a masonry fireplace needs to extend 16" 
in front of and 8" beyond the sides of the firebox when the opening 
is less than 6 ft2 and 20" in front of and 12" beyond the sides 
where the opening is larger than 6 ft2. The hearth needs to be of 
non-combustible material. (UBC §3102.7.12) Woodstoves and 
factory-built fireplaces may require a larger hearth, consult the 
manufacturer's specifications. (UBC §3102.5.2)

7. Masonry chimneys less than 40" wide need 4 vertical #4 rebar 
with #2 rebar hoop ties every 18". The chimney needs to be 
anchored to the building at each ceiling and floor line by 2 steel 
straps. (UBC §3102.4.3)

8. Combustible materials (mantels) are not to be within 6" of the 
opening of a masonry fireplace. (UBC §3102.7.8) For factory-built 
fireplaces and woodstoves consult the manufacturer's 
specifications. (UBC §31 02.5.1)

9. Spark arresters with 3/8" - ½" mesh are required on all solid fuel 
burning chimneys. (UBC §3102.3.8)

10. Wood framed chimney chases need to be anchored to the roof 
framing by means of straps at all comers or by integral framing 
with the roof structure. Nailing of the chase wall framing plate to 
the roof framing is not acceptable. (UBC §1605)

VENEER/STUCCO (VS)
1. Masonry veneer up to 5" thick shall be installed with brick ties 
24" o.c. vertically and horizontally with a #9 wire secured to the 
brick ties and laid in the mortar joint, or the veneer may be applied 
over stucco lath. Veneer over 4' high must be inspected during 
construction. (UBC §1403.6.4.2)

2. When veneer or stucco is applied to a weather-exposed wall 
where there is human occupancy, there needs to be a felt or kraft 
paper weather-resistive barrier installed behind the veneer or 
stucco. (UBC §1402.1)

3. A corrosion resistant weep screed which will allow water 
trapped behind the stucco to drain to the exterior of the building is 
required below the stucco at the foundation plate line. The weep 
screed must have 4" clearance above the ground and 2" above a 
concrete/asphalt surface. (UBC §2506.5)

4. One-coat stucco systems are to be installed per the 
manufacturer's specifications by an installer certified by the 
manufacturer. The installer needs to provide a certificate of 
compliance to the field inspector in accordance with the 
manufacturer's criteria prior to final inspection. (UBC §2501.1)
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